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I was responsible for creating interior page templates that would 

remain visually consistent with the existing homepage design. 

I worked closely with a team of developers and content writers to 

develop a series of page templates to support our site architecture 

and content. Once a working prototype was tested and approved, 

I then began to find appropriate photography for the entire site. 

In addition, I coordinated code changes with third-party vendors to 

ensure visual consistency between our sites after launch. Using red 

sparingly for links and buttons created a visual hierarchy and a clear 

path to a desired action for each page.
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Original Poetry needed the redesign of their website to encourage 

writers to write and share their poetry with the online community. 

I started by designing a logo and brand strategy that was then 

translated to various page templates. I wrote the HTML and CSS for 

the page templates that were then connected to the database by 

two back-end developers. I also themed three flash games to help 

encourage user engagement. After the site was launched, 

I implemented the sites monetization strategy by adding Google 

Adsense units on the site.

originalpoetry.com













Flagstar Bank needed to update their intranet to align with their new 

brand guidelines and encourage internal communication of news, 

corporate events, and promotions. The design uses similar elements 

as their external site flagstar.com yet still stands alone. The site was 

designed to be responsive to allow off-site employees to access 

necessary information on their mobile or tablet device.

Flagstar Bank Intranet Concept















UpliftingPlay is a personal project where I provide young families 

resources and ideas to help them learn and spend time together. 

The UpliftingPlay website was designed to visually convey a sense 

of play and creativity. The site uses modern web technology and is 

responsive to mobile devices.
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I designed my personal portfolio using static HTML and PHP includes 

to quickly build a simple CMS-like website. The portfolio images used 

were designed at high resolution at a proportion that would scale 

across multiple uses. This considerably cut down on the time needed 

to build multiple collateral materials.
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